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GENERAL INFORMATION ON D-TYPE VISA AND RESIDENCE PERMIT 

1. Your D type visa is valid for 30 days in a 1-year period.  

It means that you can enter Hungary anytime in this 1-year period and then, starting from your 

entry date to the country, you have 30 days to collect your residence permit at the regional 

directorate of OIF (National Directorate-General for Aliens Policing - Országos 

Idegenrendészeti Főigazgatóság), relevant to your address in Hungary.  

2. It is a single-entry visa, with Hungary as entry point to the Schengen zone.  

This visa is a national visa issued by Hungary. Please, choose a flight directly from Amman to 

Budapest, or if you have to transit, make sure that your transit point is outside the Schengen 

zone (e.g. Istanbul, Dubai, Doha). 

3. The D-type visa is not the residence permit itself.  

As mentioned in Point 1, you have 30 days to present yourself at the relevant office of OIF to 

collect your residence permit.  

4. The validity of the residence permit is decided by OIF.  

The approval to stay in Hungary is usually for 1-2 years. If your residency expires, please, 

follow the instructions of OIF: 

- The application for extension of the residence permit shall be submitted in person; 

- at the regional directorate responsible for the place where the place of 

accommodation is located; 

- 30 days before it expires at the latest; 

- with the necessary documents attached. 

 

Extension of residency is possible only in Hungary! 
 

We kindly ask residence permit holders to apply for the extension of their residence 

permit in time and if possible, do not travel to Jordan without the new or extended 

permit. Otherwise, a completely new D-type visa application must be submitted.  

 

 

Thank you for your understanding and we wish you a nice stay & good luck in Hungary! 
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